
Modular units designed to cover the natural 
juice demand in megastores. The Zummo Retail 
range includes juicers, cabinets, dispensers and 
specialised accessories that can be combined to 
offer the most adequate solution for every space. 

Retail
Profitability in juice extraction, intuitive use and 
simple maintenance. These are the key points that 
make Zummo Retail the best option to make your 
business grow.

www.zummocorp.com

Great autonomy in the minimum space

To offer clients an extra service, it is no longer necessary to have large 
spaces or to make great investments. With the Z14 Retail range any type of 
shop or business can include juice in their offer.

This version It is characterised by the space located on the upper “Easy Fill” 
part, which makes it easier to fill large-capacity receptacles. To access the 
peel containers, it has two symmetric doors with a handle.

Z14 Cabinet 
Basket 16 Kg
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16

For 20 l/day: 0,009 kwh

230 V - 50 Hz. 220 V - 60 Hz. 110 V - 60 Hz.

108 kg

2 x 35 l

M (55-75 mm) L (70-90 mm)

677 (x) x 1673 (y) x 600 (z) mm

Blocking sensors

16 kg

Yes

250 mm

Technical features

Fruits per minute

Consumption

Voltage 

Weight

Bin capacity

Squeezing kits

Dimensions

Safety

Basket capacity

Programmer

Filling height

EFFICIENT VERTICAL 
SYSTEM

EASY CLEAN AUTOMATIC FILTER

SELF SERVICE

EASYFILL CLOSED CHAMBER

Comprised of a belt that starts to move when the juice extraction 
starts up, sweeping away the seeds and pulp that remain in the filter: 
greater juice extraction performance and greater autonomy.

3. Automatic filter

The different-sized juice extraction kits help to maximise the yield of 
the juice extracted from the fruit depending on its diameter. Easily 
identifiable thanks to the characteristic colour of each range: 
Small (S): Grey; Medium (M): Orange; Large(L): Maroon.

2. Juice extraction kits

Specially designed cabinet for juicers in supermarkets and large 
surface areas. It is characterised by the space located on the 
upper “Easy Fill” part, which makes it easier to fill large-capacity 
receptacles. To access the peel containers, it has two symmetric 
doors with a handle.

5. Cabinet Store-(Easy Fill)

Cabinet Store- Easy fill

A system developed by Zummo to assemble and disassemble 
the balls of the kit in just one movement.

Unique vertical juice extraction system; a Zummo exclusive. Based on manual juice extraction system 
it achieves maximum profitability, obtaining the purest possible juice with the greatest operational 
functionality.

1. EVS®Advanced

Efficiently squeeze juice

Automatic filter

Juice extraction kits

Adapt tray

Dual-position tap developed in the shape of a swing lever to 
optimise usability. Its exclusive Zummo design drains all the juice out, 
preventing it from accumulating in the base, and therefore maximising 
hygiene and juice purity.

*100 mm standard supports, which allows filling of bottles up to 250 
mm high.

4. Adapt tray
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